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Naval Architects, as professionals
leading the shipbuilding industry,
and

Ocean Engineers,

as experts with knowledge of science
ABOUT

JASNAOE

HISTORY:
The Zosen Kyokai, a predecessor of the Society of Naval Architects of Japan, was founded in 1897, and
the Kansai Society of Naval Architects and the Kyushu Zosenkai were established in 1912 and 1924
successively. In 2005, The Japan Society of Naval Architects and Ocean Engineers (JASNAOE) launched
as a unified society of these societies and succeeded the history, knowledge and members of three societies
to support industries, universities and maritime organisations more widely and deeply.
ROLE:
The JASNAOE has organized conferences, symposia, workshops and training programs,
and has published technical journals (Japanese and English), bulletins and technical/
educational books. JASNAOE also provides opportunities for technical information exchange
for members and promotes up-to-date research projects to advance the science and
technology.
MEMBER BENEFITS:
Membership of JASNAOE is widely recognized as a professional qualification in industries
and universities. As a member you can access to all qualified articles and activities of the
society, and enjoy substantial discounts to all publications, conferences and symposia.

URL: http://www.jasnaoe.or.jp

PUBLICATIONS
TECHNICAL JOURNALS

 Journal of Marine Science and Technology (JMST)
 Journal of the Japan Society of Naval Architects and
Ocean Engineers

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

 Papers presented at JASNAOE meetings in Japan
 Papers presented at JASNAOE
symposia in Japan

BULLETIN

 KANRIN / 咸臨
- Technical reviews and articles, transactions, current
topics and photos are presented.

BOOKS

 Handbooks of naval architecture
 Technical books covering a wide range of design,
construction, development, operation, experiment
and theory on ships and marine structures
 Educational books describing general knowledge of
naval architecture and ocean engineering

CONFERENCES

 Annual domestic meetings are held twice a year,
in spring and autumn. More than 300 papers are
presented every year. Conferences and Symposia
are organized in various aspects of naval
architecture and ocean engineering.

 JASNAOE organizes and cooperates with
international conferences such as PAAMES,
ITTC, ISSC, IMDC, OMAE, WMTC.

 Training programs, workshops and forums are
organized to enhance technical ability of
engineers and for juvenile education.

RESEARCH PROJECTS

 Over thirty research projects have been promoted
in the forefront of naval engineering for the last
five years.
 Recent research projects: Ocean environment /
Logistics / New design and production / Ultimate
strength / Nonlinear coupling /etc.
 Fruits of research projects are presented in annual
meetings or in symposia relevant to the theme and
are published in technical papers.

